
   ON TIPS 
                      NOTES
Note making is a skill that we use in many walks of life: at school, university and in the world of work. 
However, accurate note making requires a thorough understanding of concepts. We, at Oswaal, have tried 
to encapsulate all the chapters from the given syllabus into the following ON TIPS NOTES. These notes 
will not only facilitate better understanding of concepts, but will also ensure that  each and every concept 
is taken up and every chapter is covered in totality. So, go ahead and use these to your advantage… go 
get the OSWAAL ADVANTAGE!!

PART A : STATISTICS FOR ECONOMICS

CHAPTER 1 : STATISTICAL TOOLS AND INTERPRETATION

 ¾ Importance of Dispersion : 1. To estimate average variation from mean, 2. To give knowledge about 
the series, 3. To estimate the reliability of mean, 4. To give knowledge about range, 5. To control the 
variation, 6. Comparison of inequality of series, 7. Useful for higher statistical analysis.

 ¾ Objectives of Dispersion : 1. To estimate reliability of average, 2. Comparative study, 3. Basis to control 
variation, 4. Useful in operation of the other statistical measures. 

 ¾ Characteristics of a good Measure of Dispersion : 1. Rigidly defined, 2. Based on all observations, 
3. Readily comprehensive, 4. Easily calculated, 5. Amenable to algebraic treatment, 6. Little effect of 
fluctuations in sampling. 

 ¾ Measurement of Dispersion : Relative and Absolute Measures. 
 ¾ Absolute values of dispersion : It is measured with fixed units. 
 ¾ Relative measures : It is expressed either in ratio or percentage. 
 ¾ Standard Deviation : Standard deviation is the square root of the arithmetic mean of the squares of 

deviations of its items from their arithmetic mean.
 ¾ Kinds of Correlation : 

Positive : It refers to the movement of the variables in the same direction. 
Negative : When two variables move in the opposite direction it is called Negative correlation. 
Simple : When only two variables are involved, then it is a Simple Correlation. 
Multiple : When more than two variables are involved, then it is a Multiple Correlation. 

 ¾ Degree of Correlation : 
 (i)  Perfect Correlation 
 (ii)  Absence of Correlation 
 (iii) Limited degree of Correlation 

 ¾ Methods to measure correlation :
 (i) Karl Pearson’s Coefficient of correlation: The coefficient of correlation (r) of two variable is 

 obtained by dividing the sum of products of corresponding deviation of the various items of two 
 series by the product of their standard deviation.

 (ii) Scatter diagram method: A scatter diagram of the data helps in having a visual idea about the 
 nature of association between two variables. It is a graphic expression of the degree and direction 
 of absence of correlation.

 ¾ Index number : An index number is a device which measures the changes in the magnitude of a group 
of related variables like price, production, etc.
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 ¾ Important index numbers :
 (i) Wholesale price index
 (ii) Consumer price index

 ¾ Uses of index number :
 (i) It makes comparative study easy.
 (ii) It is helpful in forecasting.
 (iii) It is helpful in formulating policies.
 (iv) It acts as an economic barometer.

PART B : INTRODUCTORY MICROECONOMICS

CHAPTER 2 : PRODUCER BEHAVIOUR AND SUPPLY

 ¾ Production function : It shows the functional relationship between physical inputs and physical output 
of a good. It has two types :

 (i) Short Run Production Function : One factor of production is variable and all others are fixed.
 (ii) Long Run Production Function : All the factors of production are variable.

 ¾ Types of Product :
 (i) Total Product : Total output produced by a firm in given period of time.
 (ii) Average Product : Output per unit of a variable input

  Average Product = 
Total Product

Quantity of Variable Factor

 (iii) Marginal Product : Change in total product resulting from the use of one more or one less unit of  
 the variable input.

  Marginal Product = 
Change in Total Product

Change in one Variable Input

 ¾ Law of Variable Proportion : It states that as more and more units of the variable factors are combined 
with the fixed factor, a stage arises when marginal product of variable factor starts declining. 

 ¾ Causes behind the Operation of Law of Variable Proportion : 
 (i)  Indivisibility of factors  
 (ii)  Division of labour or specialisation 
 (iii) Imperfect substitute 
 (iv) Change in factor ratio 

 ¾ Cost : It is the total expenditure incurred in producing a commodity. It has following types.
 (i) Variable cost : It is the cost incurred by the producer on the use of variable factors of production.
 (ii)  Fixed cost : It is the cost incurred by the producer on the use of fixed factors of production.
 (iii) Total Cost : The total expenditure incurred by a firm on variable as well as fixed factors is called the  

 total cost. 
  TC = TFC + TVC

 ¾ Average Fixed Cost (AFC) : It is defined as the fixed cost of producing one unit of the commodity. It is 
obtained by dividing TFC by the level of output.

 ¾ Average Variable Cost (AVC) : It is defined as the variable cost of producing one unit of commodity. It 
is obtained by dividing TVC by the level of output

 ¾ Money Cost : The money cost of producing a certain output of a commodity is the sum of all the 
payments to the factors of production engaged in the production of that commodity. 

 ¾ Explicit Costs : Explicit Costs are those cash payments which firms make to outsiders for their services 
and goods. 
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 ¾ Implicit Costs : Implicit Costs are the costs of entrepreneurs’ own factors or resources. 
 ¾ Normal Profits : The minimum return which the entrepreneur must receive to continue the production 

process. 
 ¾ Relationship between Average Cost (AC) and Marginal Cost (MC) : 

 (i)  Both are derived from TC. 
 (ii)  When AC falls, MC is lower than AC. 
 (iii) When AC rises, MC is greater than AC. 
 (iv)  MC cuts AC at its minimum point. 

 ¾ Relationship between TC and MC : 
 (i)  MC is the addition to total cost, when one more unit of output is produced. MC is calculated as :  
  MCn = TCn – TCn –1. 
 (ii)  TC increases at an increasing rate when MC is increasing. 
 (iii) TC increases at a constant rate when MC is constant. 
 (iv) TC increases at a diminishing rate when MC is decreasing.

 ¾ Revenue : Total sales receipts by a firm after selling the units of a commodity is called Revenue.
 It has following types :
 (i) Total Revenue : Total money receipts of a firm by sale of a given output is called Total Revenue.
 (ii) Average Revenue : Revenue received per unit is called Average Revenue. 

  AR = 
TR
Q

 (iii) Marginal Revenue: Marginal revenue is the change in total revenue which results from the sale of 
one more or one less unit of output.

                                                        MR = TRn – TRn–1

OR

  MR = 
∆
∆

TR
Q

 ¾ Relationship between TR and MR : 
 (a)  Initially or at first unit TR = MR 
 (b)  When TR increases at increasing rate then MR also increases. 
 (c)  When TR increases at constant rate then MR is also constant. 
 (d)  When TR increases at a diminishing rate then MR declines. 
 (e)  When TR is maximum, MR is zero. 
 (f)  When TR declines, MR is negative. 

 ¾ Relation between AR and MR : 
 (a) If AR is constant, AR = MR 
 (b)  If AR is diminishing, AR > MR 
 (c)  MR can be negative, but AR is always positive. 

 ¾ Supply : It refers to the quantity of a commodity that a firm is willing and able to offer for sale at a given 
price during a given period of time.

 ¾ Determinants of Supply : 
 (i) Price of the commodity (ii) Price of the related goods (iii) Level of technology (iv) Number of firms 

in the industry (v) Goals and objectives of the firm (vi) Government policies
 ¾ Individual supply schedule: It is refers to the supply schedule of an individual firm in the market.
 ¾ Market supply schedule: It is refers to supply schedule of all the firms in the market producing a 

particular commodity.
 ¾ Supply curve : Graphic presentation of a supply schedule using different quantity supplied of a good 

at different prices is supply curve.
 ¾ Individual supply Curve: It is refers to a graphical representation of individual supply schedule.
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 ¾ Market supply curve: It is refers to a graphical representation of market supply schedule. It is obtained 
by horizontal summation of individual supply curves.

 ¾ Slope of supply curve : 

  

Change in Price
Change in Quantity

 ¾ Increase in supply : When supply rises due to a factor other than the own price of the goods or naming 
a factor like fall in prices of inputs, deduction in taxes on the goods, etc. 

 ¾ Decrease in Supply : A decrease in supply means that producers now supply less at a given level of 
price of a commodity.

 ¾ Extension of Supply : When rise in the price of a commodity leads to increase in quantity supplied, it 
is called Extension of Supply. 

 ¾ Contraction of Supply :  When a fall in the price of a commodity leads to decrease in quantity supplied 
of a commodity, it is called Contraction of Supply. 

 ¾ Causes of Increase in Supply :
 (i) Fall in price of competing product (ii) Improvement in technology (iii) Increase in the number of 

firms (iv) Fall in the price of factors of production.
 ¾ Law of Supply : It means, quantity supplied of the commodity rises due to rise in price of the commodity 

and vice-versa.
 Exceptions to law of supply are :
 (a)  Future expectations (b)  Agricultural goods
 (c)  Perishable goods (d)  Rare articles

 ¾ Factors Influencing Elasticity of Supply : 
(i)  Nature of commodity,  (ii)  Cost of production, 
(iii) Estimates of future prices,  (iv)  Natural constraints, 
(v)  Techniques of production,  (vi)  Nature of inputs used, and 
(vii) Time element. 

 ¾ Perfectly Elastic Supply (eS = ∞) : When there is an infinite supply at a particular price and the supply 
becomes zero with a slight fall in price, then the supply of such commodity is said to be perfectly elastic. 

 ¾ Perfectly Inelastic Supply (eS = 0) : When no change in quantity supplied takes place even after any 
price change, elasticity of supply is said to be zero. 

 ¾ Unitary Elastic Supply (eS = 1) : When the proportionate change in quantity supplied is equal to the 
proportionate change in price, the elasticity of supply is said to be equal to one. 

 ¾ Elastic or Greater than Unitary Elastic Supply (eS > 1) : When the proportionate change in quantity 
supplied is more than proportionate change in price, elasticity of supply is said to be greater than unity. 

 ¾ Inelastic or Less than Unitary Elastic Supply (eS < 1) : When the proportionate change in quantity 
supplied is less than the proportionate change in price, elasticity of supply is said to be less than unitary.

 ¾ Measurement of Price Elasticity of Supply :
 Proportionate method :

  es = 

Change in Supply
Intitial Supply

Change in Price
Initial Pricee

Q
Q
P
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Q
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P
Q
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∆
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CHAPTER 3 : PERFECT COMPETITION WITH  
SIMPLE APPLICATIONS

 ¾ Market : A market is a place where buyers and sellers meet in an organised way.
 ¾ (i) Perfect competition : It has following features :

  (a) Large number of buyers and sellers (b) Homogenous products (c) Free entry and exit (d) Uniform  
 prices (e) Firm is price taker (f) Perfectly elastic demand curve
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 ¾ Effect of a simultaneous change in Demand and supply on equilibrium Price : 
 (i)  When demand increases more than supply, equilibrium price will increase. 
 (ii)  When demand and supply increase equally, equilibrium price remains constant. 
 (iii) When supply increases more than demand, equilibrium price falls. 

 ¾ Price Ceiling : Price ceiling is the maximum price of a commodity that can be charged by the producer. 
Maximum price is determined by the government in favour of the customers. It is done when consumers 
face shortage and equilibrium price is too high.

 ¾ Price Floor : Price floor means the minimum price fixed by the government for a commodity in the 
market. It is done with an objective of stabilising income of the producers.
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